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Amy Bray

From: Development Control (DMW)

Subject: FW: a copy - as requested 

From: chris cooper  
Sent: 25 January 2018 8:30 AM 
To: Development Control (DMW) 
Subject: a copy - as requested  
 
Atten Jeremy Patterson 
East Sussex County Council  
Planning                                                January 22nd 2018 
 
Brett Aggregates Proposal - Ref LW /799/CM(EIA) an objection re- ineffectual noise and dust controls 
in a complex environment on an inappropriate site. 
  
1.1  Since July 2017, I understand The Environment Agency, (and I ) have both in our very different 
ways, been monitoring the “noise and dust” being produced, as a side effect, on the East Quay 
Newhaven. 
 
 1.2. Whilst the NPP Masterplan 2012 salutes “ the clean technology industry “…” and the 
Environment Agency seeks ‘a green environment’, their one mutually permitted Licensee on the East 
Quay, is setting a precedent by producing noise and unhealthy metal dust on Newhaven’s East (and 
West Quay) at all times of the day and night, regardless and in defiance of the concerns and the 
policies of those who represent the public interest.  
 
2.1    Brett’s application LW/799/CM(EIA) seeks to consolidate that unfortunate, apparently difficult to 
challenge, commercially attractive, precedent. Their proposal is to build in such a way that failure to 
maintain the previous proper environmental restrictions will become the new framework for 
expansion.  
 
2.2  To that end the wording of Brett’s proposed ‘commitments to control of noise and dust’ as set out 
in their Non Technical Summary, have built in, vague and ambiguous, elements which they, or their 
lawyers can contest, or       escape from, at anytime. 
    Example 1  -   “drop heights will be minimised”.  
  The simplest examination of Brett’s other measures for controlling noise and dust, shows similar 
built in ‘creative’ scope for avoidance, and that should not be acceptable. 
 
3.1 The transportation, loading, unloading and washing loose and dirty materials 24/7 maybe being 
practiced on the relatively isolated North Quay but this practise did, and still does, breach 
‘environmental permit conditions’ when carried out on the East Quay  
 
3.2 This is an objection to the Brett's Application (and the continued operation of Ripley’s). Neither 
the Environment Agency controls under Regulation 36 of the Environment Planning (England and 
Wales Regulation 2010) nor the idea of the operator producing its own “Management plans with 
appropriate records” even when ‘deemed to be acceptable’ by the Environment Agency actually 
controls dust or dirt in this mixed closely packed environment.  
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3.3 In the natural winds, this ‘breathe it in’ environment encompasses the adjacent East side 
residents, The Ferry and its facilities, The Wind-farm facilities and other clean businesses along with, 
the West Quay its residents and its businesses such as the Marina, shops, public houses, parks, 
nature reserves, schools and even offices for the Member of Parliament. This section of the 
community is having its wish for a healthy and natural life put at risk by the potential of all day and all 
night noise and pollution of the relatively new incomer industries. 
   
4.1 The Brett proposals for the control of noise and dust, (and the current legal requirements of the 
EA or the NPP monitoring their activities - agreed on behalf of public health and safety) are not 
remotely ‘fit for purpose’ in the shared living and working environment of the clean and green 
international gateway to Lewes and East Sussex.   
 
signed 
C J Cooper 2 Fort Rise Newhaven BN99DW  


